Abstract-A multi-orbit hybrid image encryption scheme based on discrete chaotic dynamical systems is proposed. One generalized Arnold map is adopted to generate three orbits for three initial conditions. Another chaotic dynamical system, tent map, is applied to generate one pseudo-random sequence to determine the hybrid orbit points from which one of the three orbits of generalized Arnold map. The hybrid orbit sequence is then utilized to shuffle the pixels' positions of plain-image so as to get one permuted image. To enhance the encryption security, two rounds of pixel gray values' diffusion is employed as well. The proposed encryption scheme is simple and easy to manipulate. The security and performance of the proposed image encryption have been analyzed, including histograms, correlation coefficients, information entropy, key sensitivity analysis, key space analysis, differential analysis, etc. All the experimental results suggest that the proposed image encryption scheme is robust and secure and can be used for secure image and video communication applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Chaos refers to a kind of pseudo-random irregular movement occurring in a certain dynamical system. Chaotic phenomenon was found by Lorenz, an American meteorologist, in the study of weather problems. Lorenz found the so-called butterfly effect, i.e., the properties of sensitivity to initial conditions in the study of weather forecast through numerical experiments over a long period of time. Loren is now called father of chaos thanks to his contribution to the study of chaotic motion in the deterministic system. Chaotic system is a complex nonlinear dynamic system, which has some fantastic characteristics, such as orbit inscrutability, sensitivity to initial conditions and control parameters, pseudorandomness, topological transitivity, etc. Chaotic system has been widely applied in many disciplines, such as mathematics, physics, biology, computer, finance and even arts. Especially chaotic system has become a very important tool in the field of information security. It has been successfully introduced to modern cryptography thanks to its fantastic chaotic features meeting the fundamental requirements such as mixing and diffusion in the sense of cryptography. Meanwhile, digital multimedia data is being stored on different media, increasingly shared and communicated over the Internet and wireless networks nowadays. Protection of digital information against illegal usage becomes extremely necessary and urgent. It is well known that digital images possess some intrinsic features, such as bulk data capacity, high correlation among adjacent pixels, and human visual properties. As a result, traditional encryption algorithms, such as DES, RSA [1] , are thereby not suitable for practical digital image encryption due to the weakness of low-level efficiency while encrypting images. All these factors make chaotic system a potential candidate for constructing cryptosystems, and thereby many chaosbased image cryptosystems have been proposed [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
In this paper, we propose an image encryption scheme based on hybrid orbit of discrete dynamical chaotic system. The adopting of hybrid orbit of chaotic system can enlarge the key space greatly and therefore enhance the security compared with the conventional image encryption based on single orbit of dynamical system. Given three initial states, the generalized Arnold map is used to generate three orbits. Tent map is applied to generate one pseudo-random sequence to determine the hybrid orbit points from which one of the three yielded orbits. Based on the hybrid sequences derived by the hybrid orbit, we design an image encryption scheme with plain-image dependent key stream. The proposed scheme applies different key streams when encrypting different plain-images (even with the same hybrid chaotic sequences). To make the proposed scheme resist differential analysis attack, we perform one diffusion process with two rounds of diffusion operation which depends on both the cipher keys and the plain-image. The diffusion process can modify the pixel values and break the correlations between adjacent pixels of an image
, which is shown in Fig. 1(a) The pseudo-random sequence derived by the skew tent map is processed to generate another pseudo-random integer sequence composed of 1, 2, 3, which will be applied to randomly select orbits of generalized Arnold map. The quantized sequence is calculated by ( 3) 1,
Arnold map is a two-dimensional invertible chaotic map introduced by Arnold and Avez [17] . It is described by 
The generalized Arnold map (4) has one Lyapunov characteristic exponent , the xcoordinate and the y-coordinate sequences of the orbit are plotted in Fig. 2 (b) and Fig. 2(c 
where ( 
III. THE PROPOSED IMAGE ENCRYPTION SCHEME
The orbit of generalized Arnold map will be ergodic over the unit square 2 [0,1) and therefore we can apply it to design shuffling process of cryptosystem. The pseudorandom sequence generated by generalized Arnold map should be quantized to yield integer coordinates 
A. The Shuffling Process
Step 1. Read the plain-image I . Set the values for 
Step 2. Calculate the next point of the k t th orbit of the system (5). That is, iterate Step 3. Excute 
B. The Diffusion Process
Step 5. Quantize the pseudo-random sequence 
Step 8. To get more efficient diffusion effect, we perform the second round of diffusion. Set 1 i  and execute
Step 9. Set 1 ii  and calculate
Step 10. Convert the vector C to one 2D matrix 1 I with sized MN  ; 1 I is the cipher-image.
We note that the encryption process is invertible and so the decryption process is just the reverse of the encryption process.
IV. PERFORMANCE AND SECURITY ANALYSIS
An ideal encryption cryptosystem requires sensitivity to cipher keys, i.e., the cipher-text should have high correlation with cipher keys [1] . Furthermore, an ideal encryption scheme should have a large key space to make brute-force attack infeasible; it should also well resist various kinds of attacks like statistical attack, differential attack, etc. Some security analysis will be performed on the proposed image encryption scheme, including the most important ones like key sensitivity test, key space analysis, statistical analysis, and differential attack analysis. All the analysis shows that the proposed image encryption scheme is highly secure thanks to its high sensitivity of the control parameters and initial conditions of the considered chaotic systems, large key space, and satisfactory diffusion mechanism. Experimental results suggest that the proposed image encryption technique is robust and secure and can be used for the secure image and video communication applications.
A. Key Sensitivity Analysis and Key Space Analysis
The key space of an encryption scheme is composed of the total number of different cipher keys that can be used in the encryption procedure. The high sensitivity of the cipher-image to initial conditions and control parameters is inherent to any chaotic system. A good image encryption scheme needs to contain sufficiently large key space for compensating the degradation dynamics in PC. It should be sensitive to cipher keys as well, and thus can effectively prevent invaders decrypting original data even after they invest large amounts of time and resources. The analysis results regarding the sensitivity and the key space are summarized as follows. Since the permutation process is irrelevant to the diffusion process, the key space consists of the cipher keys in both the circular shift scrambling process and the diffusion process.
The cipher keys consist of those keys , pq, (ii) Influence of minor change for cipher keys over decryption. Replace 13.1 p  by -14 =13.1+10 p and keep the other cipher keys unchanged, the decrypted image is shown in Fig. 4(a) , which has a difference 99.22% from the plain-image Lena. Replace 0.37   by -16 =0.37+10  and keep the other cipher keys unchanged, the decrypted image is shown in Fig. 4(b) , which has a difference 99.59% from Lena. If .31+10 x , the decrypted image is shown in Fig.  4(c) with a difference 97.84% from Lena. Table 1 . results regarding the sensitivity to cipher keys 
B. Statistical Analysis
Shannon pointed out the possibility to solve many kinds of ciphers by statistical analysis in his masterpiece [18] . Therefore, passing the statistical analysis on cipherimage is of crucial importance for a cryptosystem. Indeed, an ideal cryptosystem should be robust against any statistical attack. In order to prove the security of the proposed encryption scheme, the following statistical tests are performed.
(i) Histogram. Encrypt the plain-image Lena one round, and then plot the histograms of plain-image and cipherimage as shown in Figs. 5(a)-(b) , respectively. Fig. 5(b) shows that the histogram of the cipher-image is fairly uniform and significantly different from the histogram of the original plain-image and hence it does not provide any useful information for the opponents to perform any statistical analysis attack on the encrypted image.
(ii) Correlation of adjacent pixels. To test the correlation between two adjacent pixels, the following performances are carried out. First, we select 3000 pairs of two adjacent pixels randomly from coefficient of the selected pairs using the following formulae:
11 ,
where , xyare the gray-scale values of two adjacent pixels in the image and T is the total pairs of pixels randomly selected from the image. The correlations of two adjacent pixels in the plain-image and in the cipherimage are shown in Table II . The correlation distribution of two adjacent pixels in the plain-image and that in the cipher-image are shown in Fig. 6 .
(iii) Information entropy analysis. The entropy is the most outstanding feature of randomness. Therefore, it is generally used to measure the strength of the cryptosystem. The entropy () Hm of a message source can be measured by
where L is the total number of symbols , ( ) i m p m represents the probability of occurrence of symbol i m and log denotes the base 2 logarithm so that the entropy is expressed in bits. Considering a random source with 256 outcomes, sharing equal probability, its entropy is equal to 8. Under the proposed cryptosystem, the entropy of encrypted image of Lena is 7.9971 bits while the entropy of plain-image Lena is 7.3507. According to this result, the cipher-image is close to a random source and the proposed algorithm is secure against the entropy attack. 
C. Peak Signal-to-noise Ratio Analysis
Another parameter to describe the encryption quality is the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). This term is described based on that the mean squared error (MSE) is calculated. This criterion provides the error between input image and output image. The MSE value is     where max I is the maximum of pixel value of the image. The PSNR should be a low value, which corresponds to great difference between the original image and the encrypted image. To determine the encryption quality, the PSNR for the encryption of Lena is 8.5508. The calculated PSNR value is very low. Therefore, the encryption quality is good in sense of PSNR test.
D. Differential Analysis
The differential cryptanalysis of a block cipher is the study of how differences in a plaintext can affect the resultant differences in the ciphertext with the same cipher key. It is usually done by implementing the chosen plaintext attack but now there are extensions which use known plaintext as well as ciphertext attacks also. As for image cryptosystems, attackers may generally make a slight change (e.g., modify only one pixel) of the plainimage, and compare the two cipher-images (obtained by applying the same cipher key on two plain-images having one pixel difference only) to find out some meaningful relationships between the plain-image and the cipherimage. If a meaningful relationship between plain-image and cipher-image can be found in such analysis, which may further facilitate the opponents to determine the cipher key. If one minor change in the plain-image will cause significant, random and unpredictable changes in the cipher-image, then the encryption scheme will resist differential attack efficiently. To test the influence of only one-pixel changed in the plain-image over the whole cipher-image, two common measures, namely number of pixels change rate (NPCR) and unified average changing intensity (UACI), are evaluated by NPCR measures the percentage of different pixels numbers between the two cipher-images whose plainimages only have one-pixel difference; UACI measures the average intensity of differences between the two cipher-images. They indicate the sensitivity of the cipherimages to the minor change of plain-image. The NPCR for two random images, which is an expected estimate for an ideal image cryptosystem, is given by
NPCR
( 1 2 To resist difference attacks, the values of NPCR and UACI should be close to the expected values. We randomly select 100 pixels and change the gray values with a difference of 1. The numerical results are shown in 
V. CONCLUSIONS
A novel image encryption scheme based on multi-orbit hybrid of chaotic system is proposed in the paper. The proposed encryption scheme enhances the security compared with conventional image encryption schemes based on singe orbit in the sense that multi-orbit hybrid can enlarge the cipher key space greatly. The proposed image encryption scheme consists of one shuffling stage and one diffusion stage. The shuffling process utilizes the ergodicity of chaotic system and gets good shuffling effect. The diffusion process adopts two rounds of diffusion operation to achieve efficient diffusion effect. Security analyses including key sensitivity analysis, key space analysis, statistical analysis, differential analysis and information entropy analysis are performed. All the experimental results demonstrate that the proposed image encryption scheme possesses large key space to frustrate brute-force attack efficiently and can resist statistical attack, differential attack, etc.
